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Polarization coupling in single-mode, single-polarization optical fibers is investigated, and a set .of coupled-mode
equations for single-mode, single-polarization fibers including guided and leaky modes is derived.

In 1983, Snyder and Ruhl predicted that fibers com-
posed of highly birefringent material have a single-
polarization property because of leaky-mode effects.1' 2

Varnham et al. then published their elaborate experi-
mental results that affirmed that the difference in
bend loss between the two polarized modes is the pre-
dominant mechanism of single polarization in a practi-
cal bow-tie fiber.3'4 A recent paper indicates that the
tilting of the anisotropic axis in single-mode, single-
polarization (SMSP) fibers can amplify their single-
polarization effect.5 In this Letter we present a theo-
retical analysis on the mode-coupling effect in SMSP
optical fibers.

Marcuse6 analyzed mode coupling in planar aniso-
tropic waveguides, but such structures do not exhibit
the tunneling leaky modes1'2 for nonplanar geome-
tries. This Letter addresses coupling between guided
and tunneling leaky modes. When an optical fiber
undergoes external perturbations, polarization cou-
pling is induced, and there is continuous exchange of
energy between the guided and leaky modes. The
guided mode couples part of its energy to the leaky
mode, which in turn can couple back a small part of its
energy to the guided mode. The leaky mode also leaks
some energy to the cladding; therefore, the energy
carried by the guided mode dissipates through polar-
ization mode coupling.

The wave equation in an anisotropic material is

V2E. + co2 -EE = V(V * E). (1)

First, we consider a reference optical fiber without
external perturbations: both the core and the clad-
ding are made of an anisotropic material with the
principal refractive-index axes aligned and taken to be
nx, ny, and n,, so that dielectric tensors take the form

nX2 o 0

e = re o n2 °

where

0

O

Eony 2 )
eZ = eonz 2,

and co denotes the dielectric permittivity in vacuum.
We can express the electrical field in terms of its

transverse and longitudinal components E = Et + Ez,
substitute it into Eq. (1), and use the condition

V2 = V 2 + u
az2 V.(e E) =0,

to derive the following wave equation
verse components:

vt Et + WCt * Et + a 2 Et

for the trans-

=7 V ~Et - 2 VtVt * (>t * Et).1 on (2)

In Cartesian coordinates, Et = (ex +
eyy)exp(-]whz), therefore we have the following sepa-
rated equations:

[Vt2 + (konx)2 -,
2]ex = (Pex + Pyey),

[Vt2 + (kony)2 -,2]%, = d + Pyey),

where ko = wV+/ and

P ex = 1 (n) 2] ax

P ey = [I (n) 2] aey

_ (n)2 a 2),
nf e a rnn

- ny2 e a (In n 2 ).

We also have an equation for the longitudinal compo-
nent:

[Vt2 + (kon,)2
-0jB ez = jO (Pxex + Pyey).
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Snyder has solved the above equations with the Green
function method7:

Et, = et, exp(-jiyz - caz) = [ey1y + exl(A)x]

X exp[-(jjy - a)z], (3a)

Et2 = et2 exp(-i]xz) = [e.2 x + e 2(A)y~exp(-j/,3z).
(3b)

Here Et, is the y-polarization mode (assumed to be
leaky), a is the leaky loss coefficient of the y-polariza-
tion mode, Et2 is the x-polarization mode (assumed to
be guided), and exi(A) and ey2(A) are the small compo-
nents along the x and y directions of the y- and x-
polarization modes, respectively. Analytical expres-
sions for eyi, e.,i(A), ey2(A), ex2, and a have been de-
rived.7

We now consider the impact of external perturba-
tions on SMSP fibers (core deformation, bending, mi-
crobending, etc.). Any perturbation can be made
equivalent to a fluctuation of the dielectric tensors.
In this Letter only transverse fluctuation of the index
profile is taken into account because of its dominant
effect on mode coupling in practical stress-applying
optical fibers.8 The dielectric tensor of a perturbed
fiber is

~2 ~ 2 l
C 2 - 2 I
e hyx nyy ° I e'

From Eqs. (1) and (2) we have the wave equation for
the transverse component of a perturbed fiber:

Vt2Et + W2 I t* Et + a2 Et

= Vtvt * Et - 1 2tvt - (Et * Et). (4)

Et can be expressed as the superposition of the ideal
modes Etm of the reference SMSP fiber,

Et = 1 Cm(Z)Etm = 1 Cm(z)etm exp(Xmz),

m m

Vt2etm* + wCoet - et+ * + Xm2etm

= VtVt etm* - 2 VtVt * (et * etm*),

Vt2etn + filt * etn + Xn 2etn

= Vt7t * etnl,- 2 t (t* eI)
Eoflz

(6)

(7)

Here etm* is the complex conjugate of the vector etm
and e+ is the complex conjugate of the transpose of a
tensor et. We form the dot product of Eq. (6) with etn
and of Eq. (7) with etm*, then integrate over the infi-
nite cross section and subtract the resulting two equa-
tions. Because the reference fiber is lossless, i.e., t+ =
7t, we use

Vt 2A = VtVt.A-VtXVtXA

to yield

m - Xn 2) IJ etn * etm* ds

JJA (etn Vt X Vt X etm* - etm* Vt X Vt X etn)ds

con 2 JA. [etn . Vtvt * (Et+ * etm*)

- et * V V (e et)]ds.

To prove the orthogonality conditions, the following
equations are used:

Vt- [etm* X (Vt X et)I - Vt - [etn X (Vt X etm*)]

= etn *Vt X Vt X etm*-etm* Vt X Vt X etn,

Vt * [etnVt * (et+ * etm*) -Vt * [etm*7t V (.t * et)]

= etn * vtvt * (et+ . etm*) - etm* * VtVt - (7t - etn)

With the above equations, the surface integral be-
comes a line integral,

(xm2* - Xn2 ) etn etm ds
ADL

- J [etm* X (Vt X etn) - etn X (Vt X etm*)] * dl- l 2

1. conz
m = 1, 2, (5)

where Et, and Et2 represent the reference SMSP fi-
ber's y-polarization mode and x-polarization mode,
respectively. The analytical expression for E can be
deduced from Eqs. (3) with Xi = -jfy - a and X2 =
-iO.. Ci(z) and C2(z) describe the mode amplitude
and phase. To derive the coupled-mode equation
that only includes the variables Cl(z) and C2 (z), we
must utilize the orthogonality of ideal modes of the
reference SMSP fiber. The orthogonality conditions
for two polarization modes of the reference SMSP
fiber can be developed as follows.

We begin by substituting Eqs. (3) into Eq. (2),

X J [etnVt (t+ * etm*) - etm*V - (et * etn)] * dl-

We know that the y-polarization mode is leaky, with
its x component oscillatory in the cladding. However,
the x-polarization mode is guided, and thus it decays
exponentially in the cladding. We conclude that the
line integral along a closed path that approaches infin-
ity will vanish. This leads to the orthogonality condi-
tion

ff etm* * etn ds = 0, m =n. (8(8)
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Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), and negle
influence of the second-order variables a2C,
obtain two sets of equations: the wave equat
fied by ideal modes of the reference fiber (i.E
equation of the SMSP fiber without externm
bations) and the coupled-mode equation ol
polarization modes including Cl(z) and C2(z)

2Xm dz etm + co2 uAt . etmCm + AP -etn

X exp(

where

A-et = et-et

and

AP- etm = (o,2 VtVt
- 1

.Et - 2
Eon,

vtVt~t)

:cting the
, m/aZ2, we
ion satis-

Qm = if etm * etm* ds, n, m = 1, 2.

e., a wave In the above derivation, the cladding of the aniso-
al pertur- tropic fiber is infinitely extended so that the integral
the two over the squared magnitude of the leaky mode di-

verges. However, in practical fibers, the cladding is
finitely extended and the outer-cladding boundary

1CM forces the field of the leaky mode to decay rapidly.
Thus, we need only to substitute the infinite integral
section AX by the finite cross section of the practical

XmZ) = 0 fiber when calculating the above integrals.
We have derived the coupled-mode equations of

SMSP fibers. Because the propagation constant of
the leaky mode is complex and the x component of the
leaky mode is oscillatory in the cladding, the coeffi-
cients of the coupled differential equations become
complex. However, the coupling coefficients in ordi-

etm, nary single-mode fibers and polarization-maintaining
fibers (two polarizations) are purely real or imaginary.
This indicates that the guided mode also has a loss

m = 1, 2. through polarization coupling in SMSP fibers.

Utilizing the orthogonality condition of Eq. (8), we
derive the coupled-mode equations

dC = kj1Cj + k12C2 exp(jify -]jfl + a)z,
dz

dC2 = k21C1 exp(jOl, - jay- a)z + k22C2 ,
dz

where

kmn = (IUnl + Imn)I2XmQm,

[1 = W2 A

n= J etm * (AP . etn*) ds,

The authors are grateful to A. W. Snyder for his
advice and encouragement.
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